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 A search for Huerta, California on Google Maps has only one result: a small, mile long 

dead end street in Mission Viejo.  If, however, one were to search for Oxnard, California, one 

would have considerably better luck.  Somewhere in-between a large town and a small city, 

Oxnard is located some two hours north and west of Huerta and Mission Viejo (Hernandez 

Introduction).  The two locations share two connections, one being the blue line that maps a 

course through several town names of ostensible Mexican or Spanish origin – Camarillo, 

Calabasas, Santa Ana – between Oxnard and Huerta.  The other connection between the two is 

that Jaime Hernandez of Oxnard, California, has set his successful graphic novel Locas in 

“Hoppers,” or Huerta.  Yet, before this connective trip across Southern California is taken any 

further, two problems should be noted.  First, Hernandez gives no indication whether the town he 

is using in Locas is real or fictional; Huerta, as it exists in Hernandez’s work, could very well be 

a conglomeration of Oxnard and its surrounding areas.  The second problem is that Locas is not 

just a massive graphic novel, but rather a massive collection of Hernandez’s similarly themed 

work from Love and Rockets, the anthology comic book that he and his brothers released for 

fourteen years.  So Huerta, whether real or fictional, whether it is connected to the tiny drive in 

Mission Viejo or not, was not created in one fell swoop, but rather grew and changed with 

Hernandez’s art over those fourteen years. 
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  At the risk of belaboring the point, it seems acutely important that one approaches 

carefully the status of whether Huerta is a mythical or real city, or a fusion of both;  Hernandez 

has peopled the town with a largely Chicano/a population, crafting a setting that is hybrid in both 

its language as well as its practices.  Huerta, unlike the archetypal hybrid community, however, is 

largely characterized by its stability; throughout the series’ fourteen year run, and even into the 

second volume of Love and Rockets, the mythical town remains in a privileged, unchanged 

hybrid state.  If anything, the characters that people Hernandez’s work tend to change more than 

their setting, which is available as a backdrop at any point to the personal tension of living on the 

border.  Yet, this privileging of space as consistent leaves one open to the fallacy Ulf Hannerz 

posits in his Transnational Connections, namely that the way of life in a hybridized city might be 

seen “as timeless and unchanging, a bottomless well of cultural tradition, an unqualified 

guarantee that the exotic will always be with us” – for Hannerz and others, hybrid culture is 

constitutively mutable (76).  

And yet, if one were to read the unreality of stability in Hernandez’s work in the same 

way that Néstor Garcia Canclini reads “the manifestations [of hybridity] that do not fit into the 

cultured or the popular, that spring from their crossings or their margins,” (206), one might 

recognize the “masked challenges in myths, literature, and comic strips” that he sees in the art of 

the hybrid community (261).  It is this kind of myth-making that I am interested in examining in 

Hernandez’s work.  Insofar as Hernandez is involved in world-building through his art, he 

utilizes the language and culture of Huerta, based largely around Chicano/a, Los Angeles area 

“border” culture, to give quotidian, imaginary access to a hybridized community.  It is within the 

spaces of the everyday that Hernandez affects his analysis of the hybridized community of 
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Huerta.  Alongside an analysis of Huerta as mythologized city, an analysis of one of those 

everyday spaces in the form of one of Hernandez’s longer vignettes – “Vida Loca: The Death of 

Speedy Ortiz” – will give evidence of the progressive potential in the hybridized content of the 

text.

Before moving to the strategies used in Hernandez’s world-building, I would like to 

briefly consider the comics genre as an alternative form, one which is especially suited to 

discussing hybridity.  Canclini, in his discussion on comics suggests that the utility of the form 

lies in its “synthesis of various genres,” the widely appreciated “combination of time and images 

in a story of discontinuous frames” (252).  Like Canclini’s example of Fontanarrosa – the 

Argentinian humorist who “cuts across the arts, genres, and epochs” (Canclini 252) – Hernandez 

has an accessible style inspired by artistically synthesized vernacular artists and forms – the 

works of Jack Kirby, Steve Ditko, Hank Ketchem, and R. Crumb, all popular if low-brow 

American comics artists (Hernandez Introduction).  This accessibility is paramount in 

Hernandez’s work, combining dramatic or narrative seriousness with more traditional humor, 

often in the same sequence of events.  Indeed, by way of Hernandez’s accessibility, the 

vernacular, smooth style that combines the American comic strip with the longer narrative of the 

full comic book, and the more complex hybridity of Huerta and Hernandez’s own background 

helps “expose a society in which borders can be anywhere” (Canclini 258).  

The visual, however, is only one example of the particular hybrid nature of Hernandez’s 

work.  Language in Locas and throughout all of Love and Rockets is difficult to pin down, 

peppered with Spanish language mixed with a local American dialect.  The dialogue in the book 

is written in English, and what is not left “untranslated” from Spanish through the comic book 
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signifier of bracketed English is translated by footnotes at the bottom of the page.  This hybridity 

of speech is best seen through the lens of Gloria Anzaldúa’s thoughts on language, especially her 

conception of accented or “incorrect” speech as a distinct linguistic identifier (76, 77), reflecting 

her claim that “Chicano Spanish is as diverse linguistically as it is regionally” (81).  The 

language used in Locas, according to Anzaldúa’s taxonomy, most fits Pachuco, “a language of 

rebellion, both against Standard Spanish and Standard English,” and Hernandez’s use of some of 

the key words – like “simón” and “vato” – validates this assumption (Anzaldúa 78).  

Yet, the exact language expressed by the characters in Huerta seems less important than 

the way in which that speech is characterized.  In keeping with the way I have constructed it as a 

mythical hybrid city, the language used by the characters that people Huerta is an access point to 

the quotidian, rebellious and – often problematically – changing nature of language.  Anzaldúa, 

in discussing Pachuco says that “Through lack of practice and not having others who can speak 

it,” she has “lost most of the Pachuco tongue” (78).  What is left unsaid here is that, instead of 

being “lost” by Anzaldúa, the rebellious, non-standard tongue has perhaps evolved away from 

her during her time away from the language (78).  And yet, the language in Locas does not 

change, or, rather, remains familiar reading through what amounts to a fourteen year evolution.  

Even the syntax, while it may shift depending on the characters in each vignette, remains largely 

the same, lending itself to a theme of access running through Hernandez’s work.  Indeed, if the 

pseudo-glossary and bracketed English of Locas is potentially problematic in providing an 

authentic vision of Huerta, we might comfort ourselves with the fact that Huerta is largely 

inauthentic in and of itself.  More productively, however, if we take the idea Anzaldúa’s loss of 

Pachuco as a loss due to an evolving discourse seriously, Hernandez’s translation, hand-holding 
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glossaries, and consistent syntax is not reductive, but yet another mythical depiction of 

accessible hybridity in Huerta.  The glossaries are thus not meant only for an American or 

English speaking audience as an access point, but even for a Spanish speaker outside of Huerta.  

So densely hybridized between punk slang, street slang, Spanish, English, Pachuco, and not to 

mention the specific visual language of the comic book itself, the linguistic landscape of Locas is 

indeed artificial in its unchanging nature, but it is also accessible thanks to that: the glossary is 

merely indicative of the necessity of mediated access into the hybridized space of Hernandez’s 

text.  Yet, while Huerta may be mystically stable and intact in its liminal state, Hernandez 

constructs the people of the city not as stagnant and unchanging, but as culturally dynamic.

In dealing with cultural tropes in Locas, one series of vignettes seems most pertinent, 

namely the aforementioned “Vida Loca: The Death of Speedy Ortiz,” a story concerning gang 

violence and romance in Huerta.  Written in 1987, “Vida Loca” is situated somewhere towards 

the middle of Hernandez’s Huerta-centric output in the first volume of Love and Rockets.  The 

story is not easily summarized, and often transitions through quick cuts between characters: 

Speedy Ortiz, Maggie Chascarillo, her sister Esther, Ray, and ‘Litos all enter each others’ stories 

in non-linear, narrative arcs.  While Hernandez’s cast can become confusing, the themes he puts 

forward generally go unsaid, and are much more easily accessed through a critical eye towards 

generalization of the intricacies of the plot.  With this in mind, one can consider the story as a 

largely anecdotal analysis of Speedy’s unsure position in the hybrid world of Huerta.  In his 

failure to play the traditional “macho [caricature]” (Anzaldúa 43) over which Anzaldúa expresses 

her distaste or moving outside of the role he cannot fulfill, Speedy’s tragedy is, in essence, a 
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tragedy of hybridity, the potential “shame and fear” in the “contradictory” identity of the hybrid, 

alluded to in Borderlands (Anzaldúa 67, 69). 

While overt plot points may be of little use to us, it is important to dwell briefly on the 

construction of the story itself.  “Vida Loca” takes the form of an almost formulaic tragedy: 

Speedy, in love with Maggie’s sister Esther, is sought by Esther’s boyfriend, the leader of a rival 

gang.  The dialogue in the story is characteristically dramatic: Esther is the gang leader’s 

“woman” (Hernandez 300), Speedy is ready to “[kill] somebody, ‘ey!” over Esther’s 

disappearance from Huerta (284), and ‘Litos wants to “go out in a blaze of glory” (316).  

Hernandez’s art, however, works in two ways here, utilizing the hybrid comic book form to, on 

one hand, suit the text with more dramatic art, and on the other hand undermine that drama with 

the more comic strip-esque moments of visual hilarity.  When Speedy balances the many scenes 

of actual violence in the vignettes by kicking his friend high in the air, a la “Mutt and Jeff,” or 

when Maggie reprimands Speedy’s ostensibly honest confession of love with a cartoonishly 

monstrous face, the images effectively “belie [the] words,” making ambiguous a seriousness 

present in “Vida Loca,” but not entirely expressed by Hernandez until the end of the story 

(Varnum, Gibbons xiv).  

The seriousness at the end of “Vida Loca” is, of course, the death of Speedy Ortiz, 

alluded to as early as the first page of the first vignette, but Speedy’s death is, unexpectedly, not 

thanks to his seeing Esther or at the hands of the leader of the rival gang, but rather a suicide.  

Speedy kills himself after – abandoned by Esther, his sister Isabela, and his friends/gang – he is 

rebuffed by Maggie, who, throughout the story, has played her role as “strong…submissive… 

rebellious…[and] conforming” and is unable to perform any more (Anzaldúa 40).  Yet, Maggie, 
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in abandoning the role Anzaldúa describes as the contradictory expectation of the Chicana is not 

the exception, but rather the rule.  ‘Litos does not go out in a blaze of glory, but is merely shot 

and survives, injured; Esther returns to her gang leader boyfriend instead of following the role of 

the loyal tragedienne; the rival gangs never come to blows.  Indeed, only Speedy follows the 

traditional Romeo and Juliet-esque plot, staying the course with Esther, and seemingly at the end 

of his rope at the story’s close, confesses his love to Maggie only to be finally rebuffed, and is 

left with no options outside of his traditional role as a “stupid, macho peesashit” (Hernandez 

301).  In his way, Speedy exhausted his options, and, more than dying, simply leaves.  The police 

find his car on the side of the road, and then Hernandez depicts Speedy, his face shadowed, 

telling his sister that “everything’s gonna be all right from now on” before vanishing (321).  

Speedy, unable to change, to creolize himself, is the closest to an absolutely “pure” figure in 

Huerta, and diappears from the face of the mythically hybrid, curiously comical city.

In so far as Speedy’s death constitutes a cultural turn, it can be said to stand for a hybrid 

moment in the text, an expression of the dual pressures in Huerta, between older, clichéd macho 

relations and the late eighties Southern California reality.  Canclini quotes Renato Rosaldo in his 

Hybrid Cultures as saying “‘the notion of an authentic culture as an autonomous internally 

coherent universe is no longer sustainable’ in either of these two worlds, ‘except perhaps as a 

“useful fiction” or a revealing distortion’” (qtd. in Canclini 232).  As Huerta defines the lives of 

its citizens, it is easy to see Speedy as this type of “useful fiction,” one whom, lacking the nuance 

of his other characters, Hernandez may have decided to evict from the mythical hybrid city.  This 

explanation glosses over the hybridized nature of Huerta, however, ignoring the previous 

demonstrations of its hybrid construction, language, and culture – a city consistently split, if not 
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into binaries, then between two fused aspects.  Within and, in the context of Locas, defined by a 

liminal space, Speedy, “so [internalizes] the borderland conflict” that “one cancels out the other 

and [he is] zero, nothing, no one” (Anzaldua 85).  This negativity of creolization, the border, 

hybridity, alluded to throughout this essay, is dealt with by Hernandez in Speedy’s death.   

Hernandez’s work stresses in its tension the difficult truths of the hybrid city, whose citizens’ 

processes of change are often difficult, painful, or fatal.

In closing, I would like to briefly consider Henri Lefebvre’s statement of purpose that 

precedes his Production of Space.  While not necessarily a postcolonial or hybrid text, Lefebvre’s 

work is key in understanding the creation of an ideological, physically discrete space, and the 

theoretical concerns of that creation.  Lefebvre writes that “The spatial practice of a society 

secretes that society’s space,” but goes on to note that that “Theory reproduces the generative 

process,” alluding to the fact that theory itself is not generative of space (261).  Within this 

theoretical frustration, Lefebvre writes that the “moments of the perceived, the conceived and the 

lived are not simple or stable,” that conscious or unconscious or both, these “relationships have 

always had to be given utterance” (265).  While Lefebvre means this as a statement of purpose 

for his consequent project, it seems clear that, while the relationships between the consumed, the 

lived, and the expressed still need to be elaborated, they resist this expression to the point of 

theoretical impossibility.  This theoretical impossibility of produced space is useful when 

considering Huerta, as the city, whether really the tiny cul-de-sac in Mission Viejo or entirely 

fictional, is mythical, “claiming its place” regardless of its actuality (Hannerz 171).  In creating 

Huerta and peopling it with hybridized individuals, people dealing with a border consciousness, 

though far from any sort of literal border, Hernandez indeed does not succeed in reproducing the 
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generative process.  Rather, Hernandez constructs a necessary fiction, an accessible hybrid city in 

its prime, able to be apprehended and analyzed as it affects those people in its borders.  Huerta is 

Sophiatown in amber.  Yet, Hernandez leaves his characters to grow and change, to move away 

from Huerta and their hybridized lives into new identities, or into death.  Thus, via the hybrid 

form of the comics page, Hernandez crafts an ideal “creolized” community for study while 

relying on the personal mutability of his characters to express a specific bordered knowledge, 

which when gained, leaves one “no longer the same person [they] were before” (Anzaldua 70).  

The mutable, quotidian fate of Hernandez’s characters is to exist as changing hybrids in an 

unchanging space, as particularly useful literary tools for understanding the borderland mentality 

and the exigencies of the hybrid, mythical city.
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